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ABSTRACT.

Numerical analysis of the images in visible light from the JET tangential camera show that the

ELM events are characterised by impacts on the low field side components. The increase of emission

is not restricted to the components closest to the plasma. One finds also that the deposition on the

low field side components does not exhibit any poloidal or toroidal symmetry and varies from

ELM to ELM. Conversely the increase of emission on the divertor baffles, or the top protection

tiles, is close to axisymmetric.

1. INTRODUCTION

Present fusion experiments have provided a comprehensive description of the main reference scenario

selected for ITER, namely the ELMy H-mode [1]. However, bringing together the constraints of

high core performance and that of a viable divertor operation is not fully resolved yet. In particular,

the Edge Localised Modes (ELM) lead to very high energy loads to the target plates that might

severely reduce the life time of those components [2].

To date, there is no empirical or theoretical approach that provides a convincing extrapolation of

ELM characteristics from that met on present devices to those that will be met on ITER [3]. Part of

the difficulty could be linked to the wide range of ELM behaviours that exist, type I, II and type III

ELMs, the compounds ELMs, mixed ELM regimes, as well as other patterns such as possible

Unstable Periodic Orbits [4].

The aim of the paper is to investigate means of improving the description of ELMs. The visible

light emission recorded by the tangential camera of JET is analysed. Clear evidence of localised

interaction with the first wall of the main chamber is reported.

2. ELM IMPACT IN THE MAIN CHAMBER OF JET

The analysis of the visible light emission presented here is restricted to JET shots obtained during an

experimental session dedicated to increasing the H-mode natural density (with no gas injection). The

shots have standard shaping δ ~ 0.23 with the Mark IIGB divertor (with septum). Routine magnetic

field, 2.5T, and plasma current, 2.5MA are used. The level of beam heating is moderate, Ptotal ~12MW.

For these conditions, the H-mode density rapidly rises to a Greenwald fraction of fG ~ 0.7 so that the

H-mode threshold power PLH increases and reaches half of the input power Ptotal. When this condition

is achieved the density appears to level-off as the discharge parameters approach the boundary between

the type-I ELMy H-mode with good energy and particle confinement time and type III ELMy H-

mode with confinement properties nearly degraded down to that of the L-mode [5].

The tangential camera of JET records visible light emission from a large fraction of the JET

vessel. Its characteristic time is rather slow, 40ms per frame. However, since this time is governed

by the sweep time of the camera, it does not correspond to a 40ms averaging process of the emission.

In fact, each pixel of the image has a much shorter integration time. The videotape of a series of

shots has been digitised and this allows one to use numerical treatment to extract relevant data

regarding the ELM behaviour.
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The camera collects all visible light emission, hence both recycling deuterium and light impurities.

The local emission is thus related to the recycling pattern with an indirect link to the energy deposition

pattern (use of such a relationship will also be found in Ref.[6]).

The Fourier transform in time of the images of the tangential camera has proven to be a powerful

tool to analyse Tore Supra long pulse operation [7]. However, in the case of ELMy discharges, the

Dirac like ELM peaks lead to a “white noise” Fourier transform that is difficult to interpret. A more

direct treatment has been used here. It is based on image averaging using different filters. In a fist

step, a reference signal is chosen and sampled at the rate of the tangential camera. In this paper, the

time trace of the emission from one point of the frame has been used. A threshold is then defined

that discriminates the ELM events, such that the magnitude of the signal is larger than the threshold,

from the “non-ELM” events, such that the magnitude of the signal is smaller than the threshold.

Two filtering signals are then readily built as a sequence of 1 and 0 depending of the relative

magnitude of the emission with respect to the threshold. The ELM filter has its “ones” at the ELM

occurrence time and the non-ELM filter has its “ones” when it does not coincide to an ELM

occurrence time. These signals are then used to determine the average image during an ELM and

during a non-ELM. The difference between these two images provides the image of the change in

visible light emission that takes place during the ELMs, fig.1. The outstanding features of this

emission pattern are a reduced emission from the high-field components and an enhanced emission

from the divertor baffles as well as from the high-field Scrape-Off-Layer (SOL) extending from the

midplane to the divertor baffle. On the Low Field, enhanced emission is observed on several

components, mostly the guard limiters of the ICRH antennas, fig.1, the closest elements to the

plasma. Impact of ELMs on the ICRH limiters has already been reported [8]. However, the present

data indicates that ELM impacts are also seen on more distant components such as the ICRH

antennas themselves. The unbalance of the emission pattern between the low and high field parts of

the main chamber agrees with the predicted location of the linearly unstable modes, both ballooning

and pealing modes [9]. It also agrees with the ELM outflow to the low field side only, as observed

in double null configurations of DIII-D [10]. The interaction of the ELM with distant objects in the

low field side SOL has also been reported in DIII-D [11] or MAST [12]. While cross-field transport

exhibits the ballooning localisation, one finds an increase of recycling on the divertor baffles, both

on the low field and on the high field side. This could be indicative that parallel transport, both co

and counter the magnetic field, leads to a more symmetric deposition pattern.

The image obtained by the filtering technique provides the average ELM behaviour but does not

yield the impact per ELM. In the following, we display profiles of the emission along various lines.

One can then analyse the emission profiles, Et(s) where t is the time and s is the curvilinear abscissa.

For the profiles that are presented here, one considers the change of emission at each ELM,

∆Et(s) = Et(s) - Et-δt(s). The time t is then the occurrence time of an ELM (using the same definition as

in the filtering procedure), and t-δt the time of the previous frame, δt = 0.04s being the sampling rate.

Let us first consider the emission along a given line to investigate the poloidal symmetry. The

line starts at the top of the machine on the protection tiles, s ≤ 52, and follows the intersection of a
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poloidal plane and the wall of the main chamber. It thus follows the outboard vessel contour, passing

over various wall components before reaching the ICRH antenna, from s ≥ 106 to s ≤ 179. It then

extends over the outboard baffle, s ≥ 224, and finally the divertor. Three main regions of emission

change ∆Et can be seen, fig.2, the divertor baffle, the ICRH antenna and the top tiles. The divertor

region itself is characterised by a small change of emission. The divertor emission does not appear to

increase much during the ELMs, hence ∆E ~ 0. The emission from the baffle and the region between

the baffle and the ICRH antenna changes from ELM to ELM, fig.2. The maximum, localised in the

baffle region, close to the divertor, does not vary significantly from ELM to ELM. Conversely, the

extent towards the ICRH antenna is rather sensitive. For a small ELM event at t = 19.56s, fig.3, the

change in emission is well localised to the baffle region, ∆s ~ 20, fig.3. For the larger ELM events,

fig.3, the change in emission extends to ∆s ~ 30 at t = 18.44s and ∆s ~ 50 at t = 17.88s, fig.2. The

emission from the ICRH antenna exhibits a similar trend. It is very pronounced at t = 17.88s, with

a specific up-down asymmetry, still large at t = 18.44s with a maximum in the middle, and much

weaker for the smaller ELM at t = 19.56s. At s ~ 85, there is a peak for the t = 18.44s ELM, fig. 2.

It is the trace of a radiation plume, originating from an ICRH guard limiter and extending toroidally.

It provides a “measure” of the poloidal extent of the ELM impact, ∆s ~ 20. This extent is similar to

that of the maximum observed on the ICRH antenna for the same ELM event at a distance δs ~ 55.

Provided one can relate the distance from the top tile peaks to the divertor baffle peaks (δs ~ 216)

to a poloidal angle of p, then the main poloidal mode number of this deposition pattern would be

fitted by a simulation of linear ballooning modes with n = 12 and m ~ 50 [13]. However, unlike the

simulation output, the observed peaks on the guard limiters have very different magnitudes in

agreement with the overall result that there is no poloidal symmetry in the ELM emission.

For a line drawn by following the helical pattern of emission (including the radiation plume discussed

above), fig.1, one can observe ELM impacts on the guard limiters, but with a distribution in magnitude

that varies from limiter to limiter, fig.4. One can notice that the increase of emission also occurs in

regions where components are recessed behind the limiters. Finally as reported for the poloidal line,

the emission pattern changes from ELM to ELM. This indicates that there is no toroidal symmetry in

the ELM deposition on the low field side components. Although the emission appears to extend along

the field line in the vicinity of the ELM impact (radiation plume), there is no marked feature of a flute

like emission (with k
||
 = 0).

When analysing the radiation from the baffle region, one finds a near axisymmetric radiation

pattern. The toroidal variation is less than 30%. In the poloidal direction, one finds that the radiation

appears to extend out of the divertor volume at each ELM. The emission in the divertor itself

decreases slightly, but extends poloidally over the septum and to the baffles (high and low field).

One finds that the emission is rather flat throughout this region, hence from the inboard baffle to the

outboard baffle. The divertor appears to be plugged during the large ELM events. The decay rate

away from the baffles changes from ELM to ELM. When analysing the non-ELM radiation from

the high field SOL, one finds that the emission peaks at the separatrix and decays in the near SOL

before flattening out to the wall. During the ELM events, the emission is slightly reversed, peaking
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at the wall and decaying to the separatrix (although the level there is larger than in the non-ELM

phase). Superimposed to this structure, one can observe various emission peaks that might be

interpreted as the signature of heat flux channels with varying radial locations.

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The various signatures of the ELM activity reported here, in particular the localised ELM impact

on the low field side of the JET chamber, are reminiscent of the localised cross-field transport

reported in turbulence simulations and associated to avalanche or front propagation phenomena

[14]. Interestingly, these turbulence models, when driven to generate a transport barrier, exhibit

relaxation modes, called Barrier Relaxation Modes. These relaxation events bare many common

features with the ELM activity [15].

A striking feature of the analysis of the images of the tangential camera is the poor relationship

with the ELM activity monitored by the Dα signal. In the region viewed by the camera, less than 10

ELMs are clearly visible, fig. 2. Those ELMs are associated to ELM impact on the low field side

components. For these events, emission from the high field side is roughly constant. This confirms

the ballooning structure of ELM transport. Furthermore the present analysis indicates that the ELM

impact on the low field side components is localised both poloidally and toroidally. In some cases,

one can observe poloidally 2 or 3 regions of enhanced emission. The geometry of these peaks

would fit a linear ballooning calculation with n = 12 and m ~50. Regarding the top tiles and the

divertor emission, one finds a far more axisymmetric pattern. Parallel transport in this region of

strong magnetic shear could lead to less peaking of the emission on these components.

Analysis of the images of the tangential camera provides important information on the interaction

of the ELMs with the main chamber. The extensive coverage of the in vessel components compensates

the rather poor time resolution to tackle ELM physics. Further analysis is required to determine the

parameters that control the ELM impacts.
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Figure 1 : Image of the visible light emission in JET after
filtering. This image if the difference between the average
of the emission during the ELMs and the average of the
emission when no ELM. is detected. The intensity is in
arbitrary units and the colour ordering is the following,
black, red, yellow, white blue, black being “cold” and
blue “hot”. The “cold” regions are those where the visible
emission has decreased or weakly changed. The “hot”
regions correspond to significant emission increase
during the ELMs. In this treatment contrast is enhanced.
Lettering on the figure locates the various components, A
the top protection tiles, B one of the ICRH guard limiters,
C outboard baffle and low field-side SOL, D inboard
baffle, E inner wall, F ICRH antenna. The point identified
by small crossed square is that used in fig. 2 to plot the
time trace of the emission.

Figure 2 : Time trace of the emission of visible light. The
emission saturates at a value of 256. Spikes are associated
to ELMs. The rise of the background emission corresponds
to the H-mode phase of the discharge. The various times
highlighted on the plot correspond to the time used in fig.
3 and fig. 4 to draw the emission profiles.

Figure 3 : Emission profile from a poloidal line running
from the divertor to the top protection tiles at the
intersection of a poloidal plane and the outer wall. Strong
emission regions are highlighted by the shaded areas,
baffle, ICRH antenna and top tiles. The three selected
times correspond to emission peaks, see fig. 2.
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Figure 4 : Emission profile from a line following a
rotational transform on the low field side of the vessel.
Strong emission regions are highlighted by the shaded
areas, high-field SOL, and three ICRH guard limiters.
The three selected times correspond to emission peaks,
see fig. 2.
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